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Abstract 

In this paper, we present a new structure for complex adaptive IIR notch filter which is useful for 

the detection of complex sinusoids in communication and radar systems. The proposed structure is 

based on the direct form first-order complex notch filter using gradient-based algorithm. A 

quantitative analysis for convergence properties is developed. It has been shown that the converg-

ence speed does not depend on the variance of input white noise. The effects of colored Gaussian 

noise to convergence speed have been analyzed. By using the proposed first-orde.r section, a new 

cascaded structure for complex adaptive notch filter has been shown. The results of computer 

simulation are shown which confirm the theoretical prediction 

1 Introduction 

Adaptive digital notch filter has found many applications such as the detection of sinusoids in 

noise or cancelling a periodic interference from signal measurementsl -4). The enhancement of 

complex sinusoids is also widely used in communication and radar systems, where the signal 

consists of in-phase and quadrature-phase components5,6) 

In this paper, we present a class of new complex coefficient adaptive notch filter using 

gradient-based adaptive algorithm, which does not require any division. A quantitative analysis for 

convergence behavior of proposed structure has been presented. Also, the cascade realization based 

on proposed first-order section is presented. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. The structures of first-order complex adaptive 

notch filter are presented in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we present a method of obtainmg the necessary 

iteration of convergence. Section 4 introduces a new structure of cascaded complex coefficient 

adaptive notch filter. Results of computer simulation that confirm the developed theories are 

presented in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 contains the concluding remarks. 

Figure 1 

considered here 

2 Filter Structure 

show_s a block diagram of first-order complex 

The input data are written as 

coefficient adaptive notch filter 
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Block diagram of first-order complex adaptive notch filter. 

u(k-)=Aej(~k+0)+n.(k), k=0, 1 2 (_1) 
where k is the time index, ~ is an unknown angular frequency of the input sinusoid, n(k) is a 

sequence of complex Gaussian random variables given by n(k) = n.(k) +jni(k), where n.(.k-) and ni(k) 

are real processes with zero mean and variance a~ 

The transfer function from input to notch filter output is given by 

H(z)= I +0eo I -ejcol(k)z~1 (2) 
2 1 - oco e jcol ck)z~ I ' 

where co I (k:) is a variable coefficient of H(z)5,6.). The 'notch angular frequency of the filter is 

obtained by co I (k) 

In this paper, we use the simple gradient algorithm which does not require any matrix inversion 

For the adaD. tive notch filter, co I (k) is chosen to minimize the notch filter output power, y (k)y*(.k), 

where "*" denotes a complex conjugate 

The adaptation algorithm considered in this paper is given by 

col (k+ 1) = col (k) - uRe Lv (k)l~f* (k)], (3) 

where u is a step size controlling the convergence rate. ¥V(k) is the differential of y (k) with respect 

to col (k), and is referred to as the gradient signal. IV(k) is generated by the circuit whose transfer 

function is given by 

_ jejcol (k)z~ 1 

G(.z) - I - oeoejcol(k)~'-1 (4) 

The input to this circuit is given by ul (.k) = oeoy(.k) - (1/2)(1 + oco) ti(.k). This filter will be referred 

to as a Type I filter. 

In Frgure I , the transfer function from input u (.k). to xl (k) is given by (4) multiplied by ( I + 

oeo)/2. By using y(k) and xl (k), we can obtain the simplified adaptation aigorithm, 

col (k+ 1) = col (k) + uRe Lv (k)x~ (k)] . (5) 

This filter will be referred to as a Type 11 filter. The srgnal x (k) rs called the srmplified gradient 

signal 
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3 Convergence Amalysis 

Refemng the magnitude and phase responses of transfer functions H(z) and G (*･), the 

convergence characteristics of proposed coefficient update algorithm have been analyzed. If the 

input signal is given by the sum of a sinusoid and additive Gaussian noise, y(k) and IV(k) can be 

expressed as 

),(k) = sl (k) + nl (k), ~f (k) = s2 (k) + n2 (.k), (6) 

sl (k) =AANej(~ k+ eN) (7) 
s_, (k) = AABAG e j(~ k+ eB+ eG) (8) 

where AN and AG are magnitude responses of transfer functions, H(z) and G (z), respectively, and ON 

and eG are phase responses of those transfer functions. AB and OB are the magnitude and phase 

responses of transfer function from u(k) to ul (k), respectively. nl(k) and /7.2(k) are noise terms 

containing in y (.k) and V(k) 

From (.3), (6), (7) and (8), an average step size for one iteration of coefficient update at time k 

can be given by 

E [6 col (k)] = E [col (k+ I ) = col (k)] 

= - u.A2ANABAGCOS (eN- eB - OG) 

- uRe [E(nl (k) n~j (k))] . (9) 
where E [･] denotes the expectation operator. The second term of the right-hand side of (:9) can be 

obtained from the following complex integration along the unit circle in the z-plane 

a2 
Re[E(n (k)n~(k))1=-'Re[ ".f, c(:z)H*(z)H (z )z dz] (10) 

27c J 

where 

1 + oeo 

HB(z) (oc H(.z)- 2 ) G(z) (.11) 

In ( I O), ~ (.4-) is a z-transform of the auto-correlation function of input noise n. (k) 

If the input noise n.(k) and ni (k) are assumed to be sequences of independent zero mean white 

Gaussian random variable, it follows Re [E(.nl(k)n2*(k))]=0. Figure 2 plots the values of-A2ANAB 

AGcos(eN-eB-eG) in (9) for A = I and ~ as a parameter. When col (k) = ~, it follows E [6 col(k)] 

= O. If co] (k) < ~, the values of E [6col (.k)] is positive and if col (k) >~, it is negative. From the 

above analysis it should be noted that the convergence speed of adaptive complex notch filter does 

not depend on variance of input white noise. The convergence curves can be calculated from (9) 

by using step-by-step method given by 

col (k+ 1) = col (k) + E [6 col (k)] . (: 1 2) 

It should be noted that the similar results can be obtained for the case of Type 11 filter 

Next, we consider the effect of input colored Gaussian noise to the convergence characteristics 
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Fig. '-. Numerical results obtained from (9). 

"I(k) 

of variable coefficient. For simplicity it is assumed that the real and imaginary part of input noise, 

n,(k) and ni(k), are generated by same first-order autoregressive process with a transfer function 

Ji7 F(.z)= 1-bz~1 '~1<b< I (13) 
where the input to this circuit is the white Gaussian noise with mean zero and variance o~. In this 

case ~ (z) becomes 

~ (z) = F(z) F(z~ I ) a~. ( 1 4) 
From (2), (11), and (14), we get the analytical expression for complex integration in the 

right-hand side of (.10) and it has been shown in Table 1 

Figure 3 plots the values of -Re [E(nl(.k). n~i (k))] obtained from Table I with b in (13) as a 

parameter. From Frg. 2 and Fig. 3, it can be observed that if 0<b< 1, the second term of the 

right-hand side of (9) is negative. Then it follows for col(.k) > ~, the addition of the second term 

has the effect of increasing the absolute value of E[6 col (.k)]. On the other hand, if col(k) < ~, the 

absolute value of EL6 col (~k)] decreases due to the addition of above noise term in (9) 

From above observation we can infer that if b is positive and F(z) of (.13) has low-pass 

characteristics, the variable coefficient col (.k) converges faster when initial value of col(k), col (O), is 

larger than ~. While col (.k) converges slower due to the input colored noise when col (O) < ~ 
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Table I Re [E(nl(k). I~ (k))] for colored noise 
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4 Cascade Structure 

a new complex adaptrve notch filter for detecting multrple smusoids will be 
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described. The proposed structure is based on a cascade of Type 11 filter given in Sect. 2. Fig. 4 

shows the proposed complex adaptive notch filter structure for tracking N sinusoids. The transfer 

function of N th order notch filter is given by 

N 1+0co 1-ejcoi(k)~~l 

Y(.z) = rl ( 1 5) 2 1 oe eJo) (k) l i= 1 

The variable coefficient of each section is chosen to minimize the output power yN(k)y~ (k), where 

yN(,k) is the output of the N th order notch filter with transfer function Y(4-). The updating formula 

of the proposed structure becomes 

co (k+1)=coi(k)+u),N(k)¥Vi(k) i=1, 2 N 

The gradient signal for the i th coefficient, IVi (.k), is generated by using the N-i th order notch filter 

with transfer function 

N 1+0eo 1-ejco/(k)z~1 

X(z) = Il: ( 1 6) l=i+ 1 2 1 - cco ejcol(k)z~ 1 

f or 

i= 1, 2 -, " , N=1, (.17) 
and 

X(~') = 1, fol' i =N, (.1 8) 
where an mput to this notch filter is given by the simplified gradient signal of i th section, xi(k) 

5 Simulatlon Results 

Some numerical examples will be presented in order to demonstrate the results in Sect. 3 and 

Sect. 4. 

lil the first experiment, the input sinusoid has unit magnitude and is corrupted by the colored 

Gaussian noise with a~ = 2.0. The angular frequency of the input sinusoid, ~, was -~6･ Figure 5 

shows the convergence characteristics of col (k). Here, the learning curves are estimated by taking 

an average of 100 individual runs of col (k) versus k. Each run had a different random sequence 
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Fig. 4. A cascaded realization 
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The simulated values of col (k) for colored noise are shown, along with the curves for white input 

noise. For colored noise, the values of b in (.13) is fixed at 0.5. The values of u and cco are fixed 

at 0.0001 and 0.92, respectively. Initial value, col (O) was chosen to be 0.73 or 0.35. It should be 

noted that when the value of col (O) is chosen to be 0.73, the convergence speed for colored input 

noise becomes faster than for white input noise as expected from the theory in Sect. 3 . It is also 

found that when col (O) is equai to 0.35, the convergence speed for colored input noise becomes 

slower than that for white input noise. The convergence curves predicted by using (. 1 2) have been 

shown in Fig. 6. It should be noted that the simulated and theoretical results show very close 

match 

In the second experiment we demonstrate the performance of the proposed cascaded realization 

for N =2. The input is given by ej0.7k + ejo._5k+~~~(.n.(k)+jni(k)), where n.(.k) and n,i(k) are 

independent colored noise processes with a~ = ･-.O. The same values of u, cro and b are used as in 

the Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 7 shows the convergence behavior of coefficients, when the initial values 

of col(k) and co2(k) are chosen to be 0.65. It is found that coi(k), i = 1, 2, converge to the optimal 

values of 0.7 and 0.5 

With the third experiment, we tested the convergence characteristics for the input given by ej0.7k 

+0.3ejo._5k-+/~:~5(n.(k)+jni(k-)). Learning curves of coi(k) for initial values, coi(O) = 0.65, i = 1, 2, 

are shown in Fig. 8, using the same parameters as in the previous example. In this case, col (.k) 

converges to the optimal value of 0.7, while co2 (k) converges to 0.0, due to the input colored noise. 
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6 Conclusuons 

In this paper, a class of new structure for complex adaptive notch filter has been presented. A 

quantitative anaiysis of convergence properties was developed for the first-order section using 

gradient algorithm. The effects of colored input noise generated by frst-order autoregressive model 

have been investigated. By using the first-order section, a new cascaded structure has been 

developed, which is suitable for detecting and enhancing multiple sinusoids. The proposed 

aigorithms have the advantage that a stability check is not required 

A quantitative analysis of convergence. properties is currently being investigated for the 

proposed cascaded structure 
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